
 

 CAUTION SIGNAGE 

Wet slippery floors are dangerous. It does not 

matter how the floor got wet: rain, spillages or 

during mopping, you will still be liable for slips and 

falls caused by a slippery floor. 

 

Hence a proactive display of caution signages is a 

high priority for all business owners. It is 

inexpensive and helps alert people to the danger 

of wet floors. 

 

SuperSteam has an extensive range of caution 

signages suitable for both indoor, outdoor, 

foldable or solid and even door mounted options! 

Caution Signboard Logo 

4182-910001 

 

 Most common and affordable 

 Light and compact 

 Suitable for indoor usage 

 SuperSteam’s unique Caution Signboard with one 

side saying “Caution Wet Floor” and the opposite 

“Cleaning in Progress” 

Caution Cone Square 92 cm   

4182-910003 

Caution Cone Square 70 cm  

4182-910004 

 

 Recommended for outdoor environments 

 Additional weight available for the Caution Cone 

Square 92 cm 

 Caution cones are useful to cordon off an area from 

public access by using plastic chain or extension 

belt 

 Various accessories are available to draw extra 

attention from the public and to add stability  

Front Back 

92 cm 70 cm 
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Sign 

Caution Pole  

4032-910006 

 

Blocks off the toilet doorways, escalators 

and corridors effectively during cleaning. 

Prominent and cannot be missed. 

Shown above with optional flashlight 

(4032-910007). 

Foldable Caution Cone  

4032-910010 

 

Great for supermarkets and indoor usage. 

Shown above with optional flashlight 

(4034-910908). 

Penguin Caution Board 

4192-910001 

 

Light and compact. Base is foldable for easy 

storage. Extra stability! 

Caution Cone Extension Belt 2 m 

4034-910906 

 

Must be used with caution cone square 

weight of 4.5 kg / 9 kg. 2 m long. 

Caution Sign Plastic Chain 

(Per Meter) 

4034-910902 

Affordable and easy to use. Maximum 

space between 2 cones is 3 metres.  

Good practices in using caution signage 

It is advisable to put more than 1 signboard. For example, when mopping, it is important to put 

a signboard each at the start and the end of the mopping area.  

 

Also, put at least 4 caution cones with a plastic chain to cordon off the ground area when 

cleaning from heights.  

 

Caution signage is very affordable and absolutely essential in today’s regulatory environment. 

Front Back 

Caution Cone Square Weight   

4.5 kg: 4034-910903  

9.0 kg: 4034-910909 

A must for windy environment.  

For the 92 cm caution cone only.  

 Caution Cone Flash Light 

4034-910905 
 

For extra attention.  

 

  

 Caution Cone Lock-in Sign 

4034-910901 
 

To provide extra caution in slippery places.  

 

  

 Caution Cone Sign Holder 

4034-910904 
 

Great to put up notices! 

 

  

TIPS 
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